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Question: 1

A customer uses Veeam to backup their entire datacenter.

Which Veeam feature allows them to recover a single email from their Exchange server?

A. Changed block tracking
B. Explorer for Storage Snapshots
C. Data Mover Service
D. SureBackup

Answer: B

Question: 2

A customer has a SAN infrastructure with the HPE C-class blade Enclosure, and a mix of proliant G7,gen8 and Ge9
server .They require a new storage platform .. .

How can you confirm the storage array will be supported in the existing environment?

A. Check recommended firmware levels in the HP SAN design reference guide to ensure firmware compatibility
B. Document existing server and SAN information, and consult SPOCK to ensure firmware compatibility
C. Design and array with the latest firmware, and recommend that the customer engage HPE point Next to upgrade the
existing hardware
D. Design an array with older version of the firmware to ensure compatibility

Answer: B

Question: 3

What is the purpose of WWN in FC SAN? (Choose two.)

A. Identification of zone members
B. Identification of entities denied access to a volume
C. Identification of entities via Storage Name Server (SNS)
D. Load balanced frame delivery
E. Forward translation of DNS entries

Answer: A,C,E

Question: 4

What owns the physical drives in an HPE 3PAR StoreServ Express Layout?

A. a logical disk
B. a chunklet
C. a single node
D. a node pair

Answer: D

Question: 5



An existing Nimble customer is interested in adding storage to their environment to store his Backups, but has a
constrained budget and limited personal.

The solution must scale to allow for substantial growth over the next five years?

A. Nimble SF series
B. Nimble AF series
C. Nimble cloud volume
D. Nimble CS series

Answer: B

Question: 6

Which storage sizing tool, designed specifically for the HPE 3PAR StoreServ environment, shows the expected
deduplication ratio based on actual data analysis of the customer's current environment?

A. NinjaCrawler
B. StoreVista
C. NinjaThin
D. NinjaStars

Answer: D

Question: 7

You are proposing a StoreOnce solution to a customer that has always used tape for a backup target.

What should you suggest to ensure that the StoreOnce deduplication is correctly sized?

A. StoreOnce timeless storage
B. DDAnalyzer
C. proof of concept with StoreOnce VSA
D. OCA

Answer: B

Question: 8

Which software feature should an HPE 3PAR Storeserv 8000 customer use to optimize data protection and recovery,
Including rapid online recovery for his VMware environment? (select two)

A. HPE 3PAR Virtual Copy software
B. HPE 3PAR Remote copy software
C. HPE 3PAR Security software suite
D. HPE 3PAR File persona Software suite
E. HPE StoreOnce recovery manager central for VMware

Answer: A,E

Question: 9



Refer to the exhibit.

A customer purchased a Primera C6S0 array to replace several older 3PAR arrays. They plan to upgrade the system as
each 3PAP reaches the end of its lease. The initial sizing included 100TB effective capacity for an Oracle database
environment.

The first 3PAR to come off lease has 100TB of VDI boot images that support thousands of users .

Which addition to the Primera should you recommend?

A)

B)

C)

D)



A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: B

Question: 10

You are planning a single-site Nimble solution with iSCSI connectivity. Two 10GbE SFP+ dual port NICS are
included in the configuration. You designed an intelligent Resilient Framework (IRF) stack with HPE FlexFabric
5900CP switches.

Which statements is correct when discussing the IRF limits for this configuration?

A. When connecting an iSCSI storage to an IRF stack, a minimum of four 10GbE ports must be used per switch.
B. A maximum of two switches can be used in an IRF stack when connecting storage.
C. In an IRF stack with storage connectivity, the 40GbE ports cannot be used.
D. The used IRF ports for iSCSI traffic have to be configured as 10GbE converged ports.

Answer: B

Question: 11

A customer has mission-critical applications that intermittently experience heavy disk I/O. The storage speed has the
most impact on the application's performance. The customer does not want to dedicate SSD disks to these applications
because additional performance is only needed

periodically, and moving the volumes between tiers takes too long.

Which HPE StoreVirtual VSA feature can address this customer's challenge?

A. Storage virtualization
B. Space Reclamation
C. Thin Provisioning
D. Adaptive Optimization

Answer: D




